Wealth is no guarantee of charitable giving – still only five of the G20, the world’s largest economies, are in the Top 20.

What’s behind some of the biggest score improvements from last year?

Top 3 in the CAF World Giving Index 2015

Myanmar

92% of the 15yrs+ population donated money
50% of the 15yrs+ population volunteered time
1st

United States of America

76% of the 15yrs+ population helped a stranger
45% of the 15yrs+ population volunteered time
6th
3rd

New Zealand

45% of the 15yrs+ population volunteered time
6th
4th

Highest climber

Luxembourg

+60 places

Luxembourg

Poland

+50 places

Kazakhstan

Kyrgyzstan

+40 places

Croatia

+30 places

What’s behind some of the biggest score improvements from last year?